
Drilling Solutions Realised



At Zenex Drilling we are redefining exploration and mine 
drilling in Papua New Guinea (PNG). With 25+ years 
experience in exploration and mining in some of PNG’s most 
remote and challenging terrain, our team have continued to 
deliver results for our clients decade after decade.

Our commitment to working with local communities 
to realise the benefits of operational activities through 
economic development, job creation, training and 
community support is second-to-none.
 
Zenex Drilling is part-owned by the Lihirian Landowner 
Group, ensuring the success of the organisation directly 
delivers prosperity for the community.

I welcome you to partner with Zenex Drilling for any 
exploration or mining project you are considering in PNG or 
around the globe.

Emmanual Bonte
General Manager

Welcome to
Zenex Drilling

25+ years
experience in PNG

E.Bonte
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The Zenex Drilling team are experienced in mobilising and 

operating  equipment in remote locations and challenging terrain 

with limited access.

 

Our services include geothermal drilling, well descaling/workover 

activities, steam relief well drilling, plug and abandons, air drilling: 

RC/AC/RAB, mud rotary: PCD/tri cone, diamond coring: SQ/PQ/

HQ/NQ/BQ, large diameter bore/well drilling, directional drilling, 

heli-portable drilling operations, blast hole drilling and more. 

 

With equipment and operational solutions for exploration and

mine drilling projects, Zenex Drilling are well placed to handle  

ad-hoc projects and long term contracts.

Exploration and 
Mine Drilling

Owned by experienced drill operators and 
the Lihirian Landowner Group, Zenex Drilling 
has conducted exploration and mine drilling 
in PNG for a range of local and international 
companies.

From the head-quarters based in PNG, Zenex
Drilling is now expanding its offering of high
quality exploration and mine drilling services
across PNG and globally.

Proud History

Our Difference

As an experienced exploration and mine drill operator, Zenex 

Drilling is proud to be owned and operated by a diverse and 

multi-skilled group of business leaders.

Zenex Drilling’s approach to drilling includes working with 

experienced drill operators, and building capacity in local 

communities by employing and up-skilling the local labour force, 

resulting in an efficient and effective solution for our clients.

Inclusive Workforce

25+ Years in PNG

Modern, Reliable Fleet
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Zenex Drilling maintains a comprehensive fleet of equipment to suit
exploration and mining drilling projects in remote locations across 
PNG and globally.

Equipment Fleet

UDR650 Sandvik DE810 
Zenex Drilling fleet contains 2 rigs of this specification

Air drilling RC/AC - exploration

Air drilling RC - grade control

Air drilling RAB - rotary air blast

Diamond coring

Remote exploration projects

DML Epiroc 
Zenex Drilling fleet contains 4 rigs of this specification

Drill and blast

RC drilling - grade control

UDR1200HC Sandvik DE880 
Zenex Drilling fleet contains 2 rigs of this specification

Geothermal coring

Well descaling/workover activities

Steam relief well drilling

Air drilling RC/AC/RAB

Mud rotary PCD and tricone

Diamond coring: SQ/PQ/HQ/NQ/BQ

Large diameter bore/well drilling

Directional drilling

Mine site production specific drilling

T130XD Schramm 
Zenex Drilling fleet contains 1 rig of this specification

Mud rotary PCD and tricone

Geothermal coring

Steam relief well drilling

Well descaling workover activities

Mine site production specific drilling

Large diameter bore well drilling
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In addition to the fleet of rigs, we maintain 
a range of ancillary equipment to assist 
with exploration and mine drilling projects 
in PNG and around the world. Examples of 
our growing plant and equipment include:

• Kill pumps OPI (multiple sizes)
• BOP and accumulators (multiple sizes)
• Gensets (multiple sizes)
• Power packs
• Cement tanks
• Cement pumps
• Mud tanks
• Service trucks
• Water trucks
• Backhoes
• Front end loaders
• And more

Ancillary 
Equipment

HD 250 Zenex Drilling 
Zenex Drilling fleet contains 1 rig of this specification

Horizontal / high wall drainage

Air drilling

Mud rotary PCD and tricone

Mine site horizontal specific drilling

CS 1000 Atlas Copco 
Zenex Drilling fleet contains 1 rig of this specification

Heli-portable operations

Diamond coring

Remote exploration projects

Geotechnical drilling and testing

CS 1500 Atlas Copco  
Zenex Drilling fleet contains 1 rig of this specification

Diamond coring

Remote exploration projects

Geotechnical drilling, testing and install
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Zenex Drilling places the utmost importance on the 

well-being of its team, the communities it serves, and 

the environment in which it operates. The commitment 

to safety, health and environment is ingrained in every 

facet of the company’s operations, underpinning its 

dedication to responsible drilling practices.

 

Safety is a priority at Zenex Drilling. The organisation 

firmly believes that each employee has the right 

to return home safely at the end of the day. A 

comprehensive set of safety protocols is meticulously 

implemented to create a secure working environment, 

minimising risks and ensuring the welfare of team 

members. Zenex Drilling invests in cutting-edge safety 

equipment and continuous training to maintain a 

culture of safety excellence.

 

Zenex Drilling’s approach goes beyond being a set of 

policies – it’s a commitment to excellence, a promise to 

prioritise safety, protect the environment, and engage 

meaningfully with the communities it touches.

Safety, Health 
and Environment

Zenex Drilling has embraced the ‘Way We Work’ program, a 
safety leadership initiative aimed at empowering local staff within 
an open coaching environment. This program is specifically 
designed to address daily cultural variances that may arise.
 
As a result of this initiative, individuals from the local community 
have entered Zenex Drilling as labourers and advance to roles as 
leading hands and senior leaders within the business.

The Way We Work

We invite you to partner with the Zenex 
Drilling team for your next exploration or mine 
drilling project in PNG or around the globe. 

Please direct all enquires to:
Emmanual Bonte
General Manager
Tel +31 616 113 976
Email emmanuel.bonte@zenexdrilling.com

Partner with Us
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GDSS Compound 11 Mile, Lae, Morobe Province, PNG

Marahum St, Lihir Island, New Ireland Province, PNG


